Converge Coax Sealant
Guide
How to place/replace water-proof
seal
v.2

▼ REPLACEMENT STEPS ▼
*For SIM SWAP Follow Steps 6-11*

1) Verify the unit has no power
and remove the 6 hood screws.
-Hood replacement, dispose of
the current screws.
-Base/Carrier replacement, keep
current screws.

2) Remove any unwanted
COAX sealant.
DO NOT REMOVE O-RING
from the carrier groove.

3) Rotate the Carrier tray
perpendicular to the base.

5) Guide the two tether point
cables through the channels
and press the shutter halves
together. Verify that the coax
seal remains where it should
and is installed correctly.

6) Place both 1 ½ inch Coax
Strips onto the side of the
base near the shutters. Place
the coax evenly along the edges
of the bordered base as shown
above.

Remove the old shutter from
the unit.

Remove hood from the base and
carrier by pulling the hood
towards cable shutters.

4) Replace the old shutter with
the bottom half of the new one.
Ensure that the coax sealant
(a sealant specific for outdoor
electronic applications) sits
within the grooves as seen
above and that no coax
protrudes out of the shutter.

7) Place the board and carrier in
their original position over the
shutter. Press the carrier down
until properly aligned with the
base and shutter. Take your
time with this step as the hood
won’t sit or seal properly if this
step is not done correctly.

8) Place the long strip of coax
along the carrier groove. The
coax should span between both
coax strips on each side of the
base.
Apply light pressure to all strips
of coax in order to slightly mold it
to the unit.

9) **DIFFICULT* *
Line up the hood and base sides
and slowly lower the hood onto
the coax sealant. Maintain sight
on the carrier groove and ensure
the hood stays aligned as it
slides into the groove of the
carrier-- pushing sealant evenly,
both inside and outside the unit.

If the supplied coax is warm
and difficult to handle,
refrigerate for a couple hours
or until material is easier to
handle.

11) Secure hood to base using
the 6 provided hood screws. If
no screws were provided use
original screws.

10) While applying downward
force on the hood, double check
the shutter for any shift of the
tether point cable or coax
inserts.

**IMPORTANT**
- Do not overtighten screws as
the base may crack, resulting in
inadequate sealing of the unit.
- When tightening screws be
sure to tighten in a star
pattern/formation to ensure even
sealing of the unit (reference
picture to the right).
If using a power drill use the
following settings;
-Torque setting: 8
-Drill Speed: Slowest available

Tighten screws in the order
shown above

